The Economic Commission for Western Asia,

Recalling to the note by the Executive Secretary (E/ECWA/141) on follow-up action on the implementation of resolution 26(III) on the Census of the Palestinian Arab People,

Taking note of the agreement reached between the Palestine Liberation Organization and the Secretariat of the Commission as referred to in paragraph 4(c) and paragraph 6 of document E/ECWA/141;

1. **Urges** States which are hosting the Palestinian Arab People to provide the Palestine Liberation Organization with all the information needed to implement the project for a Census of the Palestinian Arab People, and to allow the Organization to make the arrangements and take the measures necessary to carry out the census operation in a manner compatible with the regulations and laws in force in the States concerned;

2. **Requests** the United Nations Fund for Population Activities to continue its financing of the project for a Census of the Palestinian Arab People;

3. **Requests** the Executive Secretary of the Commission to transmit this resolution to the Director of the United Nations Fund for Population Activities.
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